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It takes just a quick glance, maybe
three seconds, for someone to evalu-
ate you when you meet for the first
time. In this short time, the other per-
son forms an opinion about you
based on your appearance, your body
language, your demeanor, your man-
nerisms, and how you are dressed.

With every new encounter, you are
evaluated and yet another person's
impression of you is formed. These
first impression can be nearly impos-
sible to reverse or undo, making
those first encounters extremely
important, for they set the tone for
the all the relationships that follows.

So, whether they are in your career
or social life, it's important to know
how to create a good first impression.
This article provides some useful tips
to help you do this.

Be on Time

The person you are meeting for the

first time is not interested in your
"good excuse" for running late. Plan
to arrive a few minutes early. And
allow flexibility for possible delays in
traffic or taking a wrong turn.
Arriving early is much better that
arriving late, hands down, and is the
first step in creating a great first

impression.

Present Yourself Appropriately

Of course physical appearance
matters. The person you are meeting
for the first time does not know you
and your appearance is usually the
first clue he or she has to go on.

But it certainly does not mean you
need to look like a model to create a
strong and positive first impression.
(Unless you are interviewing with
your local model agency, of course!)

No. The key to a good impression is
to present yourself appropriately.

They say a picture is worth a thou-

sand words, and so the "picture" you
first present says much about you to
the person you are meeting. Is your
appearance saying the right things to
help create the right first impres-
sion?

Start with the way you dress. What
is the appropriate dress for the meet-

ing or occasion? In a business set-
ting, what is the appropriate busi-
ness attire? Suit, blazer, casual? And
ask yourself what the person you'll
be meeting is likely to wear - if your
contact is in advertising or the
music industry, a pinstripe busi-
ness suit may not strike the right
note! 

For business and social meetings,
appropriate dress also varies
between countries and cultures, so
it's something that you should pay
particular attention to when in an
unfamiliar setting or country. Make
sure you know the traditions and
norms.

And what about your personal
grooming? Clean and tidy appear-
ance is appropriate for most busi-
ness and social occasions. A good
haircut or shave. Clean and tidy
clothes. Neat and tidy make up.
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In any team sport, a lot of
time is spent choosing the play-
ers who will play in each game.
The selection process also
involves deciding the position
where each team member will
play, based on the player's skill,
form (current ability to per-
form well) and the likely oppo-
sition that the team will face.

Just as this is true in sport, it
is true in business. Leaders
need to select the right people
for the right jobs, and assign
them tasks that fit with their
skills and proficiencies. This
provides structure.

So how do you do this? To
field a match-winning team,
first you need to understand the
game that has to be played and
the skills and abilities required
to play it: There's no point ask-
ing a football team to play base-
ball if you want to win at the
top level.

Then you have to place the
correct player in the correct
position. Mere common sense,
you would think - but then, as
the old quip goes, "common
sense is often quite uncom-
mon".

How to Use the Tool:

Here we give you the four-step
"BALM" method to achieve cor-
rect role allocation:

Break down the broader team
goals into specific, individual
tasks. List all tasks, and then
rank each task in terms of
importance;

Analyze and list the compe-
tencies required to perform
each task; List the competen-
cies of each team member;
Match individuals to task com-
petencies.

Task allocation: Picking the
right player for the right job

Making a great first impression!


